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EN-Wikipedia, The Tale of Peter Rabbit: 

The Tale of Peter Rabbit is a children's book written and illustrated by Beatrix Potter that follows mischievous 
and disobedient young Peter Rabbit as he gets into, and is chased around, the garden of Mr. McGregor. He 
escapes and returns home to his mother, who puts him to bed after offering him chamomile tea. The tale was 
written for five-year-old Noel Moore, the son of Potter's former governess, Annie Carter Moore, in 1893. It was 
revised and privately printed by Potter in 1901 after several publishers' rejections, but was printed in a trade 
edition by Frederick Warne & Co. in 1902. The book was a success, and multiple reprints were issued in the 
years immediately following its debut. It has been translated into 36 languages, and with 45 million copies sold it 
is one of the best-selling books in history.  

Since its release, the book has generated considerable merchandise for both children and adults, including toys, 
dishes, foods, clothing, and videos. Potter was one of the first to be responsible for such merchandise when she 
patented a Peter Rabbit doll in 1903 and followed it almost immediately with a Peter Rabbit board game. Peter 
Rabbit has remained popular amongst children for more than a century and continues to be adapted and 
expanded through new book editions, television, and film. 

Plot 

The story focuses on Peter, a young rabbit, and his family. The mother rabbit warns Peter and her other three 
children, Flopsy, Mopsy, and Cottontail, not to enter the vegetable garden of a human named Mr. McGregor, 
whose wife, she tells them, put their father in a pie after he entered. Peter's three younger sisters obediently 
refrain from entering the garden and go down the lane to gather blackberries, but Peter mischievously enters the 
garden to eat some vegetables. 

Peter ends up eating more than is good for him and goes looking for parsley to cure his stomach-ache. Peter is 
spotted by Mr. McGregor, and loses his jacket and shoes while trying to escape. He hides in a watering can in a 
shed, but then has to run away again when Mr. McGregor finds him and ends up completely lost. When Mr. 
McGregor gets tired after running Peter and resumes his work, Peter sees that Mr. McGregor is "gone" and it 
buys him some time to escape to the gate. After sneaking past a cat, Peter sees from a distance the gate where 
he entered the garden and heads for it, despite being spotted and chased by Mr. McGregor again. With difficulty, 
he wriggles under the gate, and escapes from the garden. His abandoned clothing is used by Mr. McGregor to 
dress his scarecrow. 

After returning home, a sick Peter is put to bed by his mother. She is cross at Peter for going into Mr. 
McGregor's garden and losing his clothes, as the jacket and pair of shoes are the second of both that he has lost 
in a fortnight. To cure his stomach-ache, Mrs. Rabbit gives Peter a teaspoon of chamomile tea. Flopsy, Mopsy, 
and Cotton-tail, meanwhile, enjoy a scrumptious dinner of milk, bread and blackberries. 

Characters 

Peter - Peter is a naughty rabbit who disobeys his mother. (He is the eldest of the four little rabbits.) 

Flopsy - Flopsy is Peter's sister who is a good rabbit. (She is the second oldest the four siblings.) 

Mopsy - Mopsy is a rabbit and Peter's sister who always obeys her mother. (She is the second youngest of the 
four.) 

Cotton-tail - Cotton-tail is a sweet rabbit and Peter's sibling. As her name says, she's soft as cotton. (She is the 
youngest of the four.) 

Mr. McGregor - Mr. McGregor owns a beautiful garden that is filled with delicious fruits and vegetables. Peter's 
father was put into a pie by Mrs. McGregor. 

Composition 

The story was inspired by a pet rabbit Potter had as a child, which she named Peter Piper.[3] Through the 
1890s, Potter sent illustrated story letters to the children of her former governess, Annie Moore. In 1900, Moore, 
realizing the commercial potential of Potter's stories, suggested they be made into books. Potter embraced the 
suggestion, and, borrowing her complete correspondence (which had been carefully preserved by the Moore 
children), selected a letter written on 4 September 1893 to five-year-old Noel that featured a tale about a rabbit 
named Peter. Potter biographer Linda Lear explains: "The original letter was too short to make a proper book so 
[Potter] added some text and made new black-and-white illustrations...and made it more suspenseful. These 
changes slowed the narrative down, added intrigue, and gave a greater sense of the passage of time. Then she 
copied it out into a stiff-covered exercise book, and painted a coloured frontispiece showing Mrs Rabbit dosing 
Peter with chamomile tea". 
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Publication history 

a) Private publication 

 

Cover of the 1901 privately published edition 

As Lear explains, Potter titled The Tale of Peter Rabbit and Mr. McGregor's Garden and sent it to publishers, but 
"her manuscript was returned ... including Frederick Warne & Co. ... who nearly a decade earlier had shown 
some interest in her artwork. Some publishers wanted a shorter book, others a longer one. But most wanted 
coloured illustrations which by 1900 were both popular and affordable".[5] The several rejections were frustrating 
to Potter, who knew exactly how her book should look (she had adopted the format and style of Helen 
Bannerman's Little Black Sambo) "and how much it should cost".[6] She decided to publish the book herself, and 
on 16 December 1901 the first 250 copies of her privately printed The Tale of Peter Rabbit were "ready for 
distribution to family and friends".[7] 

b) First commercial edition 

In 1901, as Lear explains, a Potter family friend and sometime poet, Canon Hardwicke Rawnsley, set Potter's 
tale into "rather dreadful didactic verse and submitted it, along with Potter's illustrations and half her revised 
manuscript, to Frederick Warne & Co.," who had been among the original rejecters.[8] Warne editors declined 
Rawnsley's version "but asked to see the complete Potter manuscript" – their interest stimulated by the 
opportunity The Tale of Peter Rabbit offered the publisher to compete with the success of Helen Bannerman's 
wildly popular Little Black Sambo and other small-format children's books then on the market. When Warne 
inquired about the lack of colour illustrations in the book, Potter replied that rabbit-brown and green were not 
good subjects for colouration. Warne declined the book but left open the possibility of future publication.[9] 

Warne wanted colour illustrations throughout the "bunny book" (as the firm referred to the tale) and suggested 
cutting the illustrations "from forty-two to thirty-two ... and marked which ones might best be 
eliminated".[9] Potter initially resisted the idea of colour illustrations, but then realized her stubborn stance was a 
mistake. She sent Warne "several colour illustrations, along with a copy of her privately printed edition" which 
Warne then handed to their eminent children's book illustrator L. Leslie Brooke for his professional opinion. 
Brooke was impressed with Potter's work. Fortuitously, his recommendation coincided with a sudden surge in 
the small picture-book market.  

Meanwhile, Potter continued to distribute her privately printed edition to family and friends, with the celebrated 
creator of Sherlock Holmes, Arthur Conan Doyle, acquiring a copy for his children. When the first private printing 
of 250 copies was sold out, another 200 were prepared. She noted in an inscription in one copy that her beloved 
pet rabbit Peter had died.  

Potter arrived at an agreement with Warne for an initial commercial publication of 5,000 copies. Negotiations 
dragged on into the following year, but a contract was finally signed in June 1902. Potter was closely involved in 
the publication of the commercial edition – redrawing where necessary, making minor adjustments to the prose 
and correcting punctuation. The blocks for the illustrations and text were sent to printer Edmund 
Evans for engraving, and she made adjustments to the proofs when she received them. Lear writes that "Even 
before the publication of the tale in early October 1902, the first 8,000 copies were sold out. By the year's end 
there were 28,000 copies of The Tale of Peter Rabbit in print. By the middle of 1903 there was a fifth edition 
sporting coloured endpapers ... a sixth printing was produced within the month"; and a year after the first 
commercial publication there were 56,470 copies in print. Added by Fritz: The first printing sported 97 pages and 
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30 illustrations. One of them showed Mrs McGregor preparing a pie that contains Peter Rabbit’s father. 
Apparently, Mrs McGregor was a self-portrait by Beatrix Potter. 

Another source: 

The Tale of Peter Rabbit was the first of the thirteen early "Peter Rabbit" series which were published between 

1902 and 1918. The Story of Peter Rabbit was originally conceived by Beatrix Potter (1866-1943) whilst on 

holiday with her family at Eastwood, Dunkeld, Scotland. Through the 1890s, Beatrix Potter sent illustrated story 

letters to the children of her former governess, Annie Moore. On September 4th, 1893 she wrote a 'picture letter' 

and sent it to Moore's eldest son Noël. This five year old boy was the recipient of what has become one of the 

most famous letters ever written. "Sep[tember] 4th, 1893. My dear Noel, I don't know what to write to you, so I 

shall tell you a story about four little rabbits whose names were Flopsy, Mopsy Cottontail, and Peter." (Judy 

Taylor. Beatrix Potter's Letters, pp. 19-27). The Tale of Peter Rabbit was to become one of the preeminent 

children's books of the twentieth century, and firmly established Beatrix Potter as a popular author and illustrator. 

In 1900, Annie Moore, realizing the commercial potential of Potter's stories, suggested they be made into books. 

Potter embraced the suggestion, and, borrowing her complete correspondence (which had been carefully 

preserved by the Moore children), selected the letter written on 4 September 1893 to five-year-old Noel that 

featured a tale about a rabbit named Peter. Potter biographer Linda Lear explains: "The original letter was too 

short to make a proper book so [Potter] added some text and made new black-and-white illustrations. and made 

it more suspenseful. These changes slowed the narrative down, added intrigue, and gave a greater sense of the 

passage of time. Then she copied it out into a stiff-covered exercise book, and painted a colored frontispiece 

showing Mrs. Rabbit dosing Peter with camomile tea". Potter had originally titled the book “The Tale of Peter 

Rabbit and Mr. McGregor's Garden” and sent it to several publishers, but her manuscript was rejected by all, 

including Frederick Warne & Co., who nearly a decade earlier had shown some interest in her artwork. Some 

publishers wanted a shorter book, others a longer one. But most wanted colored illustrations which by 1900 

were both popular and affordable. These rejections were extremely frustrating to Potter, who knew exactly how 

her book should look and how much it should cost - she had adopted the format and style of Helen Bannerman's 

Little Black Sambo (1899). She decided to publish the book herself, and on 16 December 1901 the first 250 

copies of her privately printed The Tale of Peter Rabbit were "ready for distribution to family and friends". This 

little book immediately proved to be a huge success amongst her friends, family and and others (including Sir 

Arthur Conan Doyle) and within just a few weeks she had requested a second impression (200 copies, February 

1902) to be produced. At the same time Frederick Warne and Co. had reconsidered their position on publishing 

the work, and a deal was made with Potter to produce the first trade edition with colored plates throughout. In 

October of 1902 “The Tale of Peter Rabbit” was published by Warne with thirty illustrations in the three-color 

process printed by Edmund Evans. Its success was immense. So familiar did her animal characters become 

among children that Miss Potter was told how a small boy in church once inquired audibly whether the apostle 

was Peter Rabbit' (Linder, p. 92). Linder, p. 421; Jane Quinby 2; V & A 1628. 

 

30. Bücherflohmarkt: The Tale of Peter Rabbit: Unser Exemplar  
Graugrüner Einband mit weißer Schrift. Punkte in den o’s. Zwei saubere Eintragungen auf der Rückseite des 
Vorsatzblattes – gegenüber der Halbtitelseite. Die linke und rechte Seiten der Vorsatzblätter (mit kleinen 

Bildchen) sind verschieden. Unterscheidungsmerkmale: Die Katze rechts unten auf dem Vorsatzblatt ist braun. 
Das vordere und das hintere Vorsatzblatt sind identisch. Auf Seite 51 ist „wept big tears“ nicht zu finden, also 
nicht die erste Fassung. Stattdessen steht auf Seite 45 „shed big tears“, auf S. 63 „began to cry“. Kein 
Copyright-Vermerk. 85 Seiten. Frontispiece + 26 fine colour plates, die erste Fassung hatte 1+30 Bilder. Format 
140x110x11 mm: 5 ½ x 4.4 inches. Conclusion: 8th to 9th printing, 1904. Frontispiece is partially detached along 
the bottom joint. Two handwritten German dedications on the back side of the front end paper, dated 1906? and 
1947. Very slight thumb marks on the bottom of some pages. Bookseller’s (Jarrold) blind embossing on right-
hand upper corner of front end paper. Bookseller: Jarrold & Sons Ltd, Norwich, London, Yarmouth, Lowestoft, 
Cromer & Sheringham 

  

‘1. Angebot: Ausgabe 1902, Paul Foster UK, ZVAB 

Mit Vorsatzblättern “Blattmuster” und S. 51 „wept big tears“ 
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Verlag: Frederick Warne and Co. London. 1902, 1902, BUCH  ERSTAUSGABE, Gebraucht - Hardcover 

Zustand: Very Good, EUR 5.520,56 
EUR 6,88 Versand Von Vereinigtes Königreich nach Deutschland 

No Jacket. 1st Edition. FIRST TRADE EDITION. 16mo. (5.6 x 4.4 inches). First state of the text with 'wept big 

tears' on page 51. Illustrated with colour frontispiece, line vignette of a bunny on the title page and 30 fine 

colour plates by the author throughout. A very good, bright and clean copy. Original brown boards with white 

lettering (with a single dot in the centre of the 'o's in the title on the front board and the spine) and colour 

picture of Peter mounted to the blind stamped panel of the front board. Leaf patterned endpapers. Neat 

previous owner gift inscription, dated Xmas 1902, on the half title page. One small repaired tear (about a half 

inch), without any loss, to the lower inner margin of the frontispiece and some very minor thumbing to the bottom 

of the pages otherwise this is a lovely copy. Boards just a little rubbed and bumped to the extremities. Overall a 

superior copy of this famous title. The first edition to feature Beatrix Potter's beautiful colour illustrations. The 

book is housed in a felt lined clamshell box covered in dark green cloth. The spine lettered in gilt.  

 

2. Angebot: 1903 kombiniert mit 1904 Benjamin Bunny, Burnside Rare books, USA, ZVAB 

The Tale of Peter Rabbit [bound with] The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, Potter, Beatrix, Verlag: Frederick 

Warne and Co, 1903 and 1904, ZUSTAND: VERY GOOD, Gebraucht kaufen, EUR 21.197,27 

Signed. The Tale of Peter Rabbit. London and New York: Frederick Warne and Co., N. d. [1904-1906]. Early 

printing. 86 pages; frontispiece and 26 illustrations, all in color. Bound together with The Tale of Benjamin 

Bunny. London and New York: Frederick Warne and Co., 1904. First edition. 86 pages; frontispiece and 26 

illustrations, all in color; vignette on title page in black and white. Signed on the front free blank flyleaf by Beatrix 

Potter, who has written "This is an early edition of Peter Rabbit and I believe it is a first edition of 

Benjamin Bunny - Beatrix Potter Nov. 1929." Bound in contemporary half blue morocco over blue marbled 

paper by Harrison of Pall Mall. Very Good with superficial edge wear and toning to binding. Two leaves in Peter 

Rabbit have edge-tears, Frontispiece in Benjamin Bunny is partially detached along the bottom joint. 

 

‘3. Angebot 1902; Quintessential Rare Books, Ca, USA, Abe 

18730 € 

First Edition, First Printing with "wept big tears" on p.51. A beautiful copy. The book is bound in the original 

publisher's brown boards with some repair. The binding is tight with NO cocking or leaning and the boards 

are crisp with minor wear to the edges. The pages are clean and the book is complete with the frontispiece 

present. There is NO writing, marks or bookplates in the book. Overall, a lovely First Edition of this First 

Published Trade Edition in collectors condition. Includes a custom clamshell slipcase for preservation. 

 

‘4. Angebot: David Brass Rare Books, USA 

A Remarkably Fine Copy of the First Trade Edition of "The Tale of Peter Rabbit" The First Edition with Thirty 

Colored Plates POTTER, Beatrix. The Tale of Peter Rabbit. London: Frederick Warne and Co., [no date, 1902]. 

First Warne 'Trade' Edition, first, second, or third printing* (October-December 1902), all identical, and following 

all points in Quinby, and with "wept" on line 2 of page 51. Twelvemo (5 7/16 x 4 1/8 inches; 139 x 106 mm.). 

97, [1] pp. Color frontispiece and thirty color plates (included in pagination). Black and white vignette on title-

page. Original dark brown boards lettered in white on front cover and spine. Color pictorial label (being a 

repetition of the color illustration on p. 26) on front cover within a rectangular blind panel outlined in blind. Gray 

leaf-patterned endpapers (later changed to pictorial). The tiniest bit of foxing along fore edges of free endpapers. 

Light printer's ink stain to (blank) verso of page ninety-three. Quite simply one of the best copies we have seen 

in many years, with virtually no wear whatsoever to the binding which is as clean and fresh as the day it was 

https://www.zvab.com/servlet/FrameBase?content=%2Fservlet%2FShipRates%3Fvid=636917
https://www.zvab.com/buch-suchen/autor/potter-beatrix/
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published. Housed in a felt-lined full tan morocco clamshell case, spine with five raised bands, decoratively 

tooled and lettered in gilt in compartments. "There are no recognizable differences between the first three 

printings, except that green boards were introduced after the first printing" (Linder). *This is the first commercially 

published printing, issued in October 1902 in an edition of 8,000 copies. This is known as the First Trade Edition, 

and was bound in either brown or gray boards with a color illustration of Peter in his light blue jacket mounted to 

the front board with white lettering above and below and to the spine. A further 12,000 copies were printed in 

November, and 8,220 copies in December 1902. These three printings are identical internally. The only variation 

that exists is that some copies of the second and third printings were issued in green boards.  

 

‘5. Angebot: Type Punch Matrix, USA, Abe 

8428 € (9000 USD) 

Condition: Near fine. First trade edition of the first book by one of the giants of the Golden Age of Illustration, and 

of children's picture books. Rebellious little Peter was based on one of Potter's own pet rabbits whom she spent 

hours observing and sketching. Soon she began forming stories around her beloved animals to entertain the 

children of her former governess, and it was the combination of these two real-life affections that made PETER 

RABBIT so captivating. However, the path to publication and international success was not simple. Unable to 

find a publisher in the beginning, Potter published two rounds of private editions for friends and family at her own 

expense, a total of only 450 copies, before Warne took on the project - after having earlier rejected it. Seeing the 

charm firsthand of the "quaint little book" she had printed, Warne reconsidered on the conditions that the text be 

revised to prose (the private editions were in verse) and that Potter create color illustrations instead of the black-

and-white images of the private edition. This copy is one of the earliest printings: according to Linder, "There are 

no recognizable differences between the first three printings." It has the first-state text and earliest 

endpapers, as well as illustrations removed from later editions like Potter's self-portrait as Mrs. MacGregor 

holding a rabbit pie on page 14. A gorgeous copy. 5.5'' x 4''. Original brown paper boards lettered in white with 

pictorial paste-on of Peter Rabbit on front board. Grey leaf-patterned endpapers. Illustrated by Potter with color 

illustrations facing each page of text. Page 51 with "wept big tears." 98 pages. Housed in custom quarter brown 

goatskin clamshell box and brown cloth chemise. Hinges expertly repaired, else a remarkably beautiful copy 

without any noticeable edgewear and with clean text. 

‘6. Angebot: Quintessential Rare Books, Ca, USA, Abe 

7023 € (7500 USD) 

Hardcover. Condition: Very Good. 1st Edition. First published trade edition with the frontispiece as a facsimile 

and re-backed in black calf on the spine. The book is in very good condition with some wear and creasing to 

boards and previous owner's name to endpaper. The pages are clean with restoration to page 9/10 with 

facsimile replacement of the last three lines on page 9. The boards of the book are in the original publisher's 

gray paper. This First Trade Edition of 8000 copies was issue in both brown and gray paper boards with no 

priority. Overall, a scarce First Edition with the First Issue point of "wept big tears" on page 51 

7. Angebot: Rooke Books, UK, Abe 

6917 € 

Hardback. Condition: Very Good Indeed. Beatrix Potter (illustrator). First edition. A first edition, one of the first 

three printings of Beatrix Potter's long-lasting charming tale of the young and naughty Peter Rabbit. The first 

edition, early printing of this work, being one of the first three printings which were indistinguishable from one 

another; with 'wept big tears' to page 51, no date to the title page, plain leaf patterned paste downs and 

endpapers, and with a singular dot to the 'o' in the title to the spine and front board.Illustrated with a colour 

frontispiece, and thirty colour plates.Curiously misbound with the frontispiece for 'The Tale of Benjamin 

Bunny', rather than the original frontispice for 'Peter Rabbit'.  

Otherwise, all plates are present.? One of the most popular children's works ever published, 'Peter Rabbit' 

follows the mischievous and disobedient young bunny as he falls into trouble with Mr. McGregor.?Written and 

illustrated by Beatrix Potter. In the original publisher's paper covered boards. Externally, smart. A little rubbing 

to the boards and spine. Very light bumping to the head and tail of the spine and to the extremities. A 

couple of very small spots to the image to the front board. Hinges are repaired. A touch of 
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discolouration to the endpapers. Internally, firmly bound. Pages are bright and clean with a few light 

handling marks. Tape repair to the gutter between the half-title and frontispice, and between pages 8 and 

9. Child's neat pencil inscription to the reverse of the half-title. Repaired tear to the margin of page 27. 

Small patch of wear to the margin of page 29. Very Good Indeed. book. 

 

‘8. Angebot, Seller: 1st editions, UK, Abe 

889 € (949 USD) 

A very rare 1st edition, first commercial print of "The Tale Of Peter Rabbit" by Beatrix Potter I believe it was 

published in 1902. Leaf patterned endpapers. 'Wept big tears' on page 51. Dot in 'O' of Potter.The title 

page has come away and page numbers start from page 8 indicating first few pages are missing. 

Front leaf endpaper is missing and needs rebinding. Pages are bright and clean with just a pencil 

inscription T.R.S on title page.  

 

‘9. Angebot: https://mflibra.com/ The MFLIBRA Antique Books, Montreal, Canada, Ebay 

1124 € (USD 1200). 

Brown board, 7th or 8th printing, endpaper sides are different, owl replaced by guinea pig,  

1904 Rare Early Printing - THE TALE OF PETER RABBIT illustrated by Beatrix Potter. 

Author: Beatrix Potter. Title: The Tale of Peter Rabbit. 

Publisher: London and New York, Frederick Warne and Co., no date (1904 - First edition, seventh or eighth 

printing according to the endpaper). The right-hand side endpaper, introduced for The Tale of Benjamin 

Bunny. The cat is now brown, and the figure of the guinea pig has been added in place of the owl; On the 

left-hand side of the endpaper, the previous design is reversed, with the white cat in the lower left. Quinby 

2d. Size: 5.5 "x 4.5 ". Pages: 85. Binding: Attractive and very good original hardcover boards binding with 

white titles, picture onlay on front board, dot in the center of 'o' front board (hinges fine, overall slightly worn 

and scuffed - as shown) under a protective removable mylar cover. Content: Very good content (bright, 

tight and clean, rare light foxing and staining. -  as shown). 

Illustrations: Complete and profusely illustrated with the beautiful frontispiece and the 26 wonderful color 

plates (printed on one side of paper) by Beatrix Potter. 

The book: Rare and attractive, early 1904 printing of the Tale of Peter Rabbit. A rare find in any condition of 

this important children's book. 

 

‘10. Angebot, Biblio, Singapur, (https://biblio.sg/book/tale-peter-rabbit-1902-copyright-1st/d/1301864741), 

Verkäufer in den USA: RARE KIDZBOOKZ US (US) 

Preis: 2734 € + 17 € 

LONDON: WARNE, 1902. 1st Edition 5th Printing. Hardcover. Fine. The First 2 years of the LONDON Publication of 

"The TALE of PETER RABBIT" have reference books about the various Printings/evolution of changes. Now, excluding 

the impossible First Private Printings in Late 1901 & Early 1902 from the realm of possibility for mere mortals, the 

First few Original Warne Trade Printings are one of my joys to study - and even more to Find! Most collector's know 

that the First few Warne Printings (late 1902 - mid 1903) were done with patterned leaf end papers and had 97 

pages with all illustrations in Color (Private Printings were B&W). The distinction between the printings was the 

Board Color. The last of these 4 printings changed "wept" to "shed". NOTE: NONE of These Printings had a 

COPYRIGHT DATE (on the rear of the Title Page)! Now, here is where it gets interesting! All References deal with the 

change in format in Late 1903 from 97 pages to 85 pages with 4 fewer Illustrations, and the all important 

introduction of Color Illustrated End Papers. This is the book that mortals may hope to find and own...one of the 

first reduced Format (Some refer to it as the Second Edition because of that, but it is essentially the same book with 

all of the story identical to the Original with that one error correction - I leave such labels to the professionals - but I 

https://mflibra.com/
https://biblio.sg/book/tale-peter-rabbit-1902-copyright-1st/d/1301864741
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call it First Edition, Fifth (a) Printing). Now, so as not to get hung up on nomenclature, let's go to the First Printings of 

this version from Late 1903 to early 1904... The first printing of this format (Called the fifth Printing overall) is 

identified by what are referred to as "SINGLE PAGE ENDPAPERS". That doesn't mean there was only one panel. It 

means the two panels were identical, not with different characters! That is, they match. It is the ONLY PRINTING 

WITH THESE, Done in September/October 1903. The one thing that the references do not indicate is which of this 

run did not have any copyright, and which did! Whatever the answer is, some were done with No Copyright and 

some with the FIRST APPEARANCE OF ANY COPYRIGHT, 1902! From what I can discern (and I am no expert here), 

this Printing is the Only One of these early ones to have had a copyright at all! If I'm wrong, some expert please let 

me know! Whatever the case, The Next Printing done in December 1903 had DOUBLE PAGE END PAPERS (Different 

Characters on the 2 panels) This is where my interest wanes...by early 1904 additional printings were essentially the 

same, but with variations in the characters on the end papers, and that gets tedious to figure out.  FOR OUR 

PURPOSES HERE, if you are interested in a 1903 FIRST ILLUSTRATED END PAPER LONDON PRINTING, with what I 

believe is the RARE 1902 COPYRIGHT, YOU COULD NOT ASK FOR A NICER EXAMPLE! It is essentially a Gem, with 

Lovely Deep Grey Boards, Perfect paste-on FULL SPINE with Bold Lettering to front & spine, all the dots with the o's 

and the SINGLE END PAPERS. The ONLY flaw in the book is the dated name in the center of the front end paper, 

1903. Interior complete in 85 pages, all illustrations and original end papers. REMARKABLY CLEAN, with only issue 

being slight looseness of binding with a couple of signatures starting to separate (worst shown in images), but there 

are NO BROKEN THREADS! I do not re-glue books but the binder would easily be brought together by a pro. NO 

LOOSE or DAMAGED PAGES! 

Bookseller: RARE KIDZBOOKZ US (US), Bookseller's Inventory # 000500, Title TALE of PETER RABBIT, 1902 

COPYRIGHT, 1st ILLUSTRATED END PAPERS, Author POTTER, BEATRIX, Illustrator: AUTHOR, Format/Binding: 

Hardcover, Book condition: Used – Fine, Edition: 1st Edition 5th Printing 

Publisher: WARNE, Place of Publication: LONDON; Date Published: 1902 

Keywords: 1903 PRINTING, LONDON, first illustrated end papers 

 

Biblio-Exemplar: Vorderes Vorsatzblatt [end paper]; identische Bilder links und rechts, weiße Katze rechts unten, 

Eule linke Mitte 
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Unser Exemplar zum Vergleich: Vorderes Vorsatzblatt. Die Seiten sind verschieden, die Katze rechts braun, statt der 

Eule ist rechts ein Meerschweinchen (oder Igel). Das Vorsatzblatt wurde geändert, um mehr Reklame für weitere 

Bücher wie Benjamin Bunny usw. zu machen. Das Biblio-Exemplar ist etwas älter. 

 

Biblio-Exemplar: Hinteres Vorsatzblatt [end paper]; Spiegelung des vorderen Vorsatzblattes, die Beschriftung ist 

seitenverkehrt, identische Seiten links und rechts, weiße Katze links unten, Eule rechte Mitte 
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Biblio-Exemplar: Grauer Karton, Copyright-Vermerk. Das Copyrightjahr 1902 sagt nichts über den Druckzeitpunkt 

aus. 

 

‘‘11. Angebot, Sotheby’s 3750 USD, in Grün 

First deluxe edition of this genre-defining title, which made Beatrix Potter a household name – in scarce 
binding variant.  

 Beatrix Potter (English). 
 London and New York: Frederick Warne and Co., [1907]. 
 86 pages. 
 Illustrated in color. 
 Ownership inscription to front pastedown dated “Feb 1908.” 
 Tiny bookseller’s stamp, “Cole’s Book Arcade,” to front pastedown. 
 Gift inscription to blank following half-title page, dated “Feb. 1908.” 
 Bound in original green cloth binding with gilt lettering and embellishment, with color pictorial paste-on, all 

edges gilt, endpapers with illustrations of other Beatrix Potter animal characters. 
 Presented in custom velvet-lined clamshell box with gilt lettering to spine. 

 
Peter Rabbit began life in 1893, as a story letter that Beatrix Potter wrote to the child of a friend, Noel. 

Potter collector and biographer Leslie Linder describes how, a few years after Potter sent the letter, she 
realized that she “might make a little book out of the story, and she wrote to ask if Noel had kept the letter, 
and if so could she borrow it?” The rest, of course, is history, as her “little book” became one of the most 
beloved stories in the world. Linder notes that “In the autumn of 1907, a new set of [illustration] blocks was 
made, and two of the drawings are slightly different;” indeed, the illustrations on pages 68 and 81 of the 
present copy differ slightly from the first edition. This deluxe edition is not noted in Jane Quinby’s Potter 
bibliography, despite it being the first appearance of these altered illustrations. A lovely and unusual copy. 
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‚12. Angebot, Sotheby’s,  

1000-1500 GBP 

Grey board, leaf pattern end paper, 1903, 4th printing, p. 51 wept, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Following table: Comparison of offers with our copy 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Seller P. Foster UK, 
ZVAB 

Burnside Rare 
Books, USA, 
ZVAB 

Quintess. 
Rare 
Books, 
USA, ABE 

David Brass 
R.B., USA, 
Abe 

Type Punch 
Matrix, USA, 
Abe 

Quintess.. 
Rare Books, 
USA, ABE 

Publication 1902 1904+1906, 
together with 
Benjamin 
Bunny 

 Oct(Dec. 1902 1902 1902 

Price, € 5520 21197 19292 13579 8428 7023 

Cover board Brown Morocco Brown Dark brown brown grey 

Cover lettering white  white white white white 

Spine lettering Gilt (?) gilt white white white white 

No. of pages 97 86 Peter (97) 97 98 98 

Clamshell box yes no yes Yes, gilt letters yes no 

No. illustrations 1+30 1+26 1+30 1+30 1+30 1+30 

Copyright notice no no ? none   

Page 51 Wept big 
tears 

? Wept big 
tears 

Wept, line 2 Wept big 
tears 

Wept big 
tears 

Page 45       

Page 63       

Dedications? Yes, 1902 Yes, 1929 None  none Owner name 

End papers Leaf pattern ? Leaf p. Grey Leaf p. Grey Leaf p Grey Leaf p 

Blemishes Tear 
Frontispiece 

Tear 
Frontispiece, 
tears 2 pages 

Some 
repair 

 Hinges 
repaired 

Restoration. 
p 9/10 

       

 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Seller Rooke 
Books, UK, 
Abe 

1st editions, 
UK, Abe 

MFLIBRA 
Antique 
Books, 
Can. Ebay 

Biblio.sg;  
RARE 
KIDZBOOKZ 
US (US) 

Sotheby’s 
UK 

Sotheby’s 
UK 

Bfm 

Publication 1902 1902 1904,7th 
or 8th 
printing 

1903, 5th 
printing 

1907 
autumn 

1903, 4th pr 1904,7th 
or 8th 
printing 

Price, € 6917 889 1124 2734 3470;  
(3750 USD) 

1140-1700 
(1000-1500 
GBP)  

 

Cover board grey grey brown grey green grey Dark grey 

Cover lettering white  white white gilt  white 

Spine lettering white  white white gilt  white 

No. of pages 96 (96) 85 85 86  85 

Clamshell box? no  no no yes  no 

No. illustrations 1+30  1+26 1+26 1+26 1+30 1+26 

Copyright 
notice 

no  no yes   no 

Page 51 Wept big 
tears 

Wept big 
tears 

no (no) (no) Wept big 
tears 

no 

Page 45   Shed big t.    Shed big t 

Page 63       cried 

Dedications? inscriptions  none on end paper Yes, Feb. 
1908 

 Yes, 1906 
1947 

End papers Leaf pattern Leaf pattern Diff. Illustr, 
brown cat, 
guinea pig 

Identical 
illustr. 
white cat, owl 

Illustr. Leaf pattern Diff. Illustr, 
brown cat, 
guinea pig 

Blemishes Repairs 
galore 

Title missing, 
needs repair 

Slightly 
worn 

Binding 
slightly loose 

 Hinge split Some 
Thumb 
marks 

   Stain on 
back cover 

 Bookseller‘s 
stamp 

 Frontis 
loose 
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Jarrold story 

In the upper right hand corner of the front end paper of “The Tale of Peter Rabbit” you find a “blind embossed” 

label of the booksellers:  “Jarrold & Sons Ltd, Norwich, London, Yarmouth Lowestoft, Crome & Sheringham”. 

 

 
 

Jarrold (see https://www.jarrold.co.uk/about-jarrold/history/) 

Jarrold is a privately owned business based in the historic St James Mill near to the centre of Norwich. The 

company was founded in Woodbridge, Suffolk in 1770 and moved to Norwich in 1823. 

The Jarrold business was started in Woodbridge, Suffolk, in 1770 by John Jarrold.  The company moved to 
Norwich in 1823 under the leadership of John Jarrold ll and has developed to be, probably, the largest and 
longest standing privately owned business in the city. 

The involvement of the founding family continues with three members of the seventh generation of 
the Jarrold family working within the company. From its roots as a grocer and draper, for many years 
its core businesses were printing, retailing and publishing, with a growing interest in the 
development of its property assets from the 1990s onwards. Since 2005 the business has 
concentrated on its retail activities and the development of its property assets whilst growing its 
business services activities through its training and facilities management operations. 

The Jarrold story began back in 1770 when John Jarrold I  opened a grocers and drapers in the Market Place at 
Woodbridge in Suffolk. 
He kept an immaculate notebook, John Jarrold, His Book, in which he jotted down things that appealed to him - 
recipes for Indian pickle and black ink, love poems, and notable local happenings. It also contained his "Rules to 
Make a Good Tradesman", such as "Be not too Talkative but speak as much as is necessary to Recommend your 
goods and always observe within the Rule of Decency." 
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John Jarrold I  

By the time of his early death "of a raging fever" at the age of 30 in 1775 he had built a prosperous business,which 
was continued by a friend of the family until his 21-year-old son John Jarrold II took up the reins in 1794. John 
Jarrold II assures his honourable intentions as a shopkeeper 

It is believed that his widow took her family to Norwich, her native city. John Jarrold II advertised his honourable 
intentions as a shopkeeper, assuring customers that he would "sell every Article on the LOWEST TERMS, and of his 
utmost assiduity to merit their Encouragement." 
The start of the 19th century saw the entrepreneurial John Jarrold II diversify from retail into farming and then 
into printing, chasing the most economically advantageous business at the time. 

Having dissolved a partnership with Richard Bidwell in 1811, with whom he had developed a Norwich-based 
business manufacturing sacks for transportation, John Jarrold II purchased Grove Farm at Dallinghoo, Suffolk. It 
was a mixed farm, growing crops as well as keeping animals. 

In 1815, with the collapse of farm prices, John Jarrold II established a printing press at the farm and formed a 
partnership with his brotherin-law Benjamin Smith. This was dissolved in 1821 by mutual agreement, leaving John 
Jarrold II the lion's share of the stock and equipment to continue in the printing trade. 
Busy Norwich provided the ideal place to move the business to in 1823. John Jarrold II set up as a bookseller, 
publisher and printer at 3 Cockey Lane (as London Street was then called), opposite the present premises, which he 
ran with his four sons John James, Samuel, William and Thomas. In 1840 they moved to part of the present site at 
London Street. Over the next 164 years the company gradually acquired the rest of the current site. 

Offices were opened in London and new printing works were built in Little London Street in about 1860. Thomas 
Jarrold was one of the originators of The Norfolk News, printed by Jarrold from 1853 to 1858. It was a forerunner 
of Archant, publishers of the Eastern Daily Press and Norwich Evening News. 

An ardent enthusiast of the Temperance movement and a subscriber to Norwich City Mission, John Jarrold II gave 
addresses to the public, seeking practical support and spiritual comfort for the poor. 

After John Jarrold II's retirement in 1844, his son Samuel ensured that Jarrold went on to publish an extensive 
series, marketed as Norwich Tracts. Buy Your Own Cherries was one of the titles circulated throughout Britain and 
her colonies in its hundreds of thousands. 
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The first edition of one of the most famous children's books of all time, Anna Sewell's Black Beauty, was 
published by Jarrold in 1878. This illustration is one of a series of 18 watercolours by well-known animal painter 
Cecil Aldin, commissioned by Jarrold for an edition in 1912. 
 fresh period of development began when the business was handed down to Samuel's sons: William and Herbert 
(his first son, Samuel John James died in 1890). 

By the early part of the 20th century, Jarrold had developed into a substantial retail business, with a branch 
opening in Cromer in 1881, later to include a subscription library, and a shop with printing works acquired in 
Yarmouth in 1888. Further branches in Sheringham and Lowestoft followed within a few years. 

Luggage, sports goods and stationery were sold alongside art pottery and glass made in Britain and also imported 
from Japan and Germany. 

Norfolk's Poppyland becomes popular as a holiday destination when Clement Scott, a widely read journalist and 
theatre critic, coined the phrase Poppyland, East Anglia quickly became a popular summer resort. The company 
responded by publishing a series of guide books and postcards. 

Shop assistants were rewarded for their hard work at the 130th annual outing held at the Bell Hotel in St Olaves, 
Great Yarmouth, to which they travelled by train from Norwich. 
 

Jarrold was registered as a limited liability company with shareholders in 1902. The printing activities were moved 
to the buildings around St James Mill, which is now the company headquarters. 

A view of the Norwich store in 1909. 

 

In 1911, in first year of the reign of H.M. King George V, Jarrold was granted a Royal Warrant for stationery. 

The Royal stamp was proudly displayed on the illustrated cover of the first gift catalogue produced by the company 
in 1914. Spot the policeman with a whistle keeping the city's streets safe! 

The printing activities were moved to the buildings around St James Mill, which is now the company headquarters. 
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Jarrold's advanced printing division at Cowgate since 1902 (now Whitefriars), supported by a general publishing 
house in London, saw the company become one of the premier printing operations in the world. At its maximum it 
employed approximately 1,500 people. 
The interwar period saw the rebuilding of the Norwich store with the addition of the first restaurant, as well as the 
opening of a further branch in Cambridge. 

Leading Norwich architect George Skipper, who had designed the London Street building in 1903, remodelled the 
frontage of the Exchange Street/London Street corner in 1923. Skipper was behind other city landmarks including 
the Royal Arcade and Norwich Union Marble Hall. 

A gift catalogue produced in the 1920s featured handbags priced upwards of 3s 11d. Jarrold designed its own 
leather purse which was exhibited at Crystal Palace and offered as a gift to Queen Mary. 

To celebrate 100 years of trading in Norwich, Jarrold demonstrated just how far they had come by displaying a 
model of the humble Woodbridge store in front of the grand London Street premises. 

The ultimate home with a view! Jarrolds' caretaker Arthur James Dunham, known as Joe, lived on the roof of the 
London Street store, where he created a beautiful garden with fish pond and rose garden. Joe, who is pictured here 
holding keys to the store, lived with his wife Emily and daughters Winifred and Olive. 
This illustrated newspaper advertisement shows the opening of the Jarrold Arcade, the name of the store's ornate 
entrance on Exchange Street, the remnants of which can still be seen today. 

Customers viewed an egg-grading machine in operation at this Easter display by the Marketing Board in about 
1928. The National Egg Mark scheme launched at this time was the first organised attempt to provide the market 
with reliably-graded, high quality, home-produced eggs. 
In an era of letter writing, Jarrolds' stationery department was well stocked. Jarrold manufactured stationery on a 
large scale for the forces during the war. 

Value was the watch-word in 1932 when Jarrolds advertised discounted offers to attract shoppers to the home 
exhibition, such as "perfume at a ridiculous price". 

Jarrolds' "Home Needs Exhibition" in 1937 demonstrated "laboursaving ideas that lighten the small irksome jobs", 
including a non-electric suction sweeper. 

Jarrold's 1930 catalogue cover. In 1931 a House Rules booklet was published, detailing the regulations that retail 
staff were required to obey. 
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The Second World War wreaked havoc on the business when the Yarmouth branch was bombed in 1941, 
destroying the print works, although the retail shop could be repaired. When its premises suffered extensive bomb 
damage, Curls department store (later Debenhams) was housed on a floor of Jarrolds. 

This fire watch log book shows entries dated December 1940. "Will the powers that be please have the chimney 
swept as it smokes like a curry house," one Norwich store employee urges. 

Jarrold published Norwich Under Fire by George Swain. The booklet contains fascinating photographs of the 
Second World War blitz on Norwich. 

John Jarrold bought a Harris four-colour offset machine from America, the largest fourcolour machine in Europe. 
Norwich was chosen to present one of four special provincial festivals for the Festival of Britain. Jarrold printed 
this programme publicising The Norwich Festival in June 1951, which featured theatrical and musical 
performances, lectures and dances. 

The London Street store was flamboyantly decorated for the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953. 

In 1958 Richard, John Jarrold's second son joined the retail side of the company. His elder brother Peter was with 
the printing division and younger brother Antony later joined the publishing division. Over the next few years the 
three brothers became managing directors of the divisions. 
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John Jarrold set up the John Jarrold Trust in 1965. Since its establishment it has distributed over £3million, mostly 
to charitable causes in Norwich and Norfolk. 

The fashion floor opened in 1965, including the glamorous Eye-Catcher boutique, followed by a record department 
the next year. 

The retail business was greatly expanded in 1964 when Jarrold purchased the adjacent Corn Hall on the Exchange 
Street and Bedford Street frontage. The new building opened in 1965 with enlarged book and household 
departments and, for the first time, ladies clothing. 
Fashion controller, Mrs Whitehouse, said of the new fashion floor in The Jarrold Magazine: "After years of being 
associated with fine printing, publishing, stationery, books, etc, it really is a big surprise for all to learn that we are 
launching into the world of fashion. 'This Fashion Lark', as one of the staff calls it, will bring you a touch of the 
glamour that emanates from Paris and London." 

An advert which ran in the Eastern Evening News for Berlei GaySlant, the 1960s answer to Magic Knickers! 

These pictures show a selection of the products available at the bustling store. 
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The company celebrated 200 years of trading in 1970 with a series of events including a period banquet in the 
Green Dragon in Wymondham followed by a ride on a stagecoach to the store in Norwich, complete with an attack 
by a highwayman! 

Staff celebrate H.M. The Queen's Silver Jubilee by taking part in a procession on a float around the city. 

After a major fire at nearby Garland's department store in 1972, Jarrold realised that its old buildings on Little 
London Street were a high fire risk and the different levels in the offices made them unsuitable for their 
requirements. Further rebuilding and refitting was undertaken, including the opening of the Steiner hair salon. 
When John Jarrold died in 1979, Peter Jarrold succeeded him as chairman. 

 

Jarrold & Sons Ltd marked its 250th anniversary in 2020, a year sadly marred by the huge impact of Covid-19. It 

will celebrate 200 years in Norwich in 2023. 

 


